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Over the next few months, we will face agonizing decisions about

which groups to vaccinate to stop the spread of Covid-19 as quickly

as possible.

The first phase is fairly straightforward. We must vaccinate the 15

million high risk health care workers, the two million older people

living in nursing homes or other conjugate settings and the oldest

of the 1.5 million prisoners in federal and state institutions. Then

people in their 80s, given the rates of severe illness and death in

this cohort.

https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/estimates-of-the-initial-priority-population-for-covid-19-vaccination-by-state/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/31/opinion/sunday/covid-nursing-homes.html
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/pie2020.html


But things get more complicated in the second phase, which will

start in late January or early February, assuming that we can

accelerate the sclerotic pace of the rollout.

We disagree with the federal and state panels that are trying to

select people for this phase based on occupation and vaccinate

those who are most essential and on the front lines and thus at

greatest risk of infection, such as Uber drivers, public utility crews

and grocery store workers.

At the moment, the coronavirus is spreading so pervasively that

we are all at significant risk of being infected. Those who do not

work on the front lines are at most one or two degrees away from

someone who does. And trying to vaccinate groups of workers in

small and dispersed workplaces or verify their eligibility at clinics

and pharmacies is going to be a logistical nightmare.

Instead, we should prioritize towns and neighborhoods where the

incidence of new infections is highest.

This will be the most effective way to cut the number of new cases

— and thus additional deaths. And it will be the best way to get the

economy open again, saving us hundreds of billions of dollars and

millions of jobs.

Most states now have solid data on the numbers of new infections

that are occurring community by community. We could quickly and

easily select the communities with the most new coronavirus cases

per capita over the previous two weeks. We should also focus on

places with a minimum absolute number of newly infected people,

to gain critical mass and avoid having the scarce vaccines

dispersed across small populations.

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2020-12/slides-12-20/02-COVID-Dooling.pdf


Take our home state of Massachusetts. We would start with hot

spots where daily new infections were at least 150 per 100,000

people in the past 14 days, and where there have been at least 1,000

infections during the same period. On that basis, the towns of

Lawrence, Lynn, Lowell, Methuen, Revere and Saugus and some

Boston neighborhoods would be first to be vaccinated, followed by

Chelsea, Everett, Fall River and New Bedford.

The goal would be to saturate these hot spots, so within a week, 60

to 70 percent of the eligible population would be vaccinated,

enough to reach herd immunity. For the first set of Massachusetts

towns, this would require about 300,000 vaccinations. This strategy

would eliminate the need to screen individuals based on age or

occupation; just simple proof of residence, such as a driver’s

license or utility bill, would be required.

Some may object that the hot spots are places where people

refused to mask or observe social distancing — why should we

reward them by moving them to the front of the line? But most of

these places are hot spots because they are home to low-wage

workers on the front lines who live in dense multigenerational

housing and thus are unable to avoid being heavily exposed to the

coronavirus.

Many are also communities of color that have suffered more from

Covid-19, with residents who have been forced to take extra risks in

order to bring home paychecks to support their families. They have

experienced the highest rates of hospitalization and death.

It won’t be easy. It will require the full participation of health

centers, mobile vaccination teams, and pharmacies in these hot

spots, plus leadership from local officials and community

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/12/18/nation/see-which-massachusetts-communities-are-high-risk-covid-19/
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organizations to motivate everyone to get their shots. And even

after vaccination, people must continue with masks and social

distancing.

The hot spot approach would do away with the ugly and

unproductive debates in which groups of workers and their unions

and employer groups are positioning themselves to get to the front

of the queue. It would focus the efforts of state officials on a small

number of locations, making it easier to implement. And as trust

builds in these communities, mass vaccination will likely snowball

and lead more rapidly to the high levels of coverage that we need.

Targeting hot spots will bring down new infections fastest for all of

us, saving jobs and lives.
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Covid-19 Vaccines ›

Words to Know About Vaccines

Confused by the all technical terms used to describe how vaccines work and are

investigated? Let us help:

Adverse event: A health problem that crops up in volunteers in a clinical trial of a

vaccine or a drug. An adverse event isn’t always caused by the treatment tested

in the trial.

Antibody: A protein produced by the immune system that can attach to a

pathogen such as the coronavirus and stop it from infecting cells.

Approval, licensure and emergency use authorization: Drugs, vaccines and

medical devices cannot be sold in the United States without gaining

approval from the Food and Drug Administration, also known as licensure. After

a company submits the results of  clinical trials to the F.D.A. for consideration, the

agency decides whether the product is safe and effective, a process that

generally takes many months. If the country is facing an emergency — like a

pandemic — a company may apply instead for an emergency use authorization,

which can be granted considerably faster.

Background rate: How often a health problem, known as an adverse event,

arises in the general population. To determine if a vaccine or a drug is safe,

researchers compare the rate of adverse events in a trial to the background rate.

Efficacy: The benefit that a vaccine provides compared to a placebo, as

measured in a clinical trial. To test a coronavirus vaccine, for instance,

researchers compare how many people in the vaccinated and placebo groups get

Covid-19. Effectiveness, by contrast, is the benefit that a vaccine or a drug

provides out in the real world. A vaccine's effectiveness may turn out to be lower

or higher than its efficacy.

Phase 1, 2, and 3 trials: Clinical trials typically take place in three stages. Phase

1 trials usually involve a few dozen people and are designed to observe whether a
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